This paper presents a novel fast mode decision algorithm for H.264/AVC based on a Pareto-optimal macroblock classification strategy. Previously published H.264 low complexity schemes mostly concentrated on improving class decision metrics, but did not justify the choice of MD classes. Herein, we use Pareto analysis to derive the optimal set of MD classes and to define efficient class decision metrics. For each MD class only rate-distortion optimal complexity settings are used. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms previously published algorithms, providing a 57-73°r eduction in total computational complexity with some reduction in bit rate and acceptable visual quality.
INTRODUCTION
The H.264 standard [1] provides better coding efficiency than MPEG-2 and H.263 at low bit rates. Mode Decision (MD) comprises a significant portion of encoder complexity. The standard has a tree-structured partitioning scheme and allows for various macroblock (MB) partition sizes, or modes, each having a separate motion vector.
The conventional MD technique can be significantly improved by so-called 'early termination' (ET) and 'forward SKIP prediction'. These techniques assume that some block modes can be eliminated from the mode search without loss and that correct SKIP decisions may be made at the start of the MD process. The key to the success of these techniques is utilization of fast and efficient decision metrics.
Further MD complexity reduction involves more sophisticated approaches whereby all MBs in the frame are classified according to certain features of the video signal. Different Dividing MD searches into different classes is more effective. In [6] , the authors propose mode group (MGs) classification that utilizes overlapped MGs based on a measure of the residual error with predefined empirical thresholds. The method provides 52% complexity reduction, but only for P frames with Rate-Distortion Optimization (RDO) on. A feature-based approach with a risk minimizing mode decision was in [7] . It is less effective -only reducing encoding time by 20-30%. In [8] simple MB classification is proposed based on the determination of active and inactive regions of the frame.
Results showing a 400o complexity reduction indicate that more sophisticated classification is required.
ANALYSIS
An MD algorithm based on MB classification should meet the following criteria in order to be effective: 1) MD classes should be optimal; 2) Class decision metrics should be optimal. Current approaches, described in Section 2, focus on finding a statistically correct metric for the MD class decision. However, none (except perhaps [6] ) discusses in detail or justifies their choice of MD classes. MB modes are grouped empirically or based on correlation with a decision metric. In our opinion, MB classification is the most important issue in fast MD algorithms and should be performed based on the optimal rate, distortion and complexity settings of the encoder.
MD classes based on the Pareto curve
In [9] , the computational complexity of the H.264 encoder was analyzed with different combinations of encoding tools and parameters. The coding efficiency of these versions of the coder was assessed using a single metric:
where AR is bit rate change as a percentage, AD is quality loss in dB and ,u is a constant relating bit rate loss and distortion increase (,u=13). The choice of ,u is discussed in [9] .
The results were then projected onto a Pareto curve (Fig. 1) . It was clearly demonstrated that not all combinations of encoding tools and parameters are optimal in the rate-distortion versus complexity sense. Optimal complexity scaling is achieved only for coder configurations on the convex hull, i.e. the Pareto curve. 2) Low computational complexity.
Among the various decision metrics we selected ones that are based on the visual properties of MBs, since they provide the highest correlation with MB distortion [2] [8] .
To determine the MBs with high motion activity, the Frame Difference (FD) metric is used [8] :
|C(x,y)-P(x,y)<T dif (2) where C(x,y) is a pixel at position (x,y) for the MB in the current frame, P(x,y) is for the previous frame and T_dif is an activity threshold.
According to the value of FD two types of MB can be defined: active and inactive. Class I is allocated to any active MB. Note, that in the case of multi-reference frames, FD metric is only computed for the first previous frame.
For inactive macroblocks the Lagrangian J from the same MB in the previous frame (or Jprev) can be utilized. In [2] , it was demonstrated that Jprev is highly correlated between successive blocks and that the correlation is much higher than for motion vectors [2] . Jprev is also a good indicator of how efficiently the MB was coded. Herein, inactive MBs with poor coding efficiency, i.e. Jprev> TI, are allocated to class II. value for the current MB: Herein, all MD classes must be on the convex hull of the Pareto curve. For the effective scaling of computational complexity a subset of the points on the convex hull must be selected. MD classes must be evenly distributed and span the entire curve. Thus, we selected five MD classes as shown in Fig.2 .
If a MB is expected to have good coding efficiency, i.e. JSKIPpredicted < Jmean, and is an inactive MB, then it is allocated to class V (SKIP). Jmean is calculated based on Jprev. The fast mode decision algorithm is based on our earlier work [2] . In order to omit unnecessarily MD computations it utilizes early termination based on the J value from the previous frame. If J is less than Jmean for the previous frame then the MD process is terminated early.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performance of the proposed algorithm was compared with that of the reference JM9.5 encoder [10] . QCIF and CIF video sequences (300 frames each) with different degrees of motion and spatial complexity were encoded at 30fps using the two test configurations shown in Table 1 . The results of bit rate change ABR, PSNR drop APSNR and total encoding time change At averaged across all QP calculated as in Eqs. (6)- (8) Figure 4 . Proposed fast MD algorithm. 
Total encoding time is reduced by roughly 60-73% depending on the video sequence, except for Mobile at 56%. On low motion sequences (i.e. Akiyo, Hall) the bit rate is reduced since the algorithm produces a slightly higher SKIP rate than the original coder. Quality degradation of 0.1-0.25 dB is acceptable. The highly textured sequence Mobile and the high motion sequence Tennis have greatest APSNR and least At. Visual examination of all decoded video sequences did not reveal any anomalies or blocking artifacts. The accuracy of the class decision metrics was assessed for configuration B. Class decisions (except I and II) were compared with the final mode selected for the same MB by the reference encoder. The results in Table 4 indicate that the class decision metrics are accurate. The lower accuracy for the Intra decision (class IV), especially for Mobile, indicates that the SAD8x8>12 condition should be improved, possibly by adding an adaptive threshold scheme for 1T. 
